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The development of thegeophysical wind vector algorithms
andtheir evaluation usingSeasat uo data is presently being
completed. A detailed description of these geophysical algorithmsand results obtained by processingSASS data with
them will be presented in a future journal article. Preliminary
results of early analyses of data processed with development
versions of these algorithms have been published in [ 101and in
the GOASEX Workshop reports [ 1]1 , and [ 121 .
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The Seasat-A Synthetic Aperture
Radar System
ROLAND0 L. JORDAN

Abstract-The objective of the Seasat-A synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
system was to detect ocean waves from orbital altitudes. An SAR system
operating at1275 MHz ( 2 3 - m wavelength) was designed and built to meet
obtained
this objective. The
choice of wavelength was the result of imagery
by aircraft during 1972to 1974 and ease of implementation. The Seasat-A
SAR system was turned on in orbit on July 4,1978, and gathered imagery
until the spacecraft bus failedin orbit in October 1978.

I. INTRODUCTION
HE SEASAT-A syntheticaperture imaging radar system
(SARI was the first imaging radar system used as a
scientific instrument from earth orbit. This system generated
continuous radar imagery with a 100-km swath at a resolution
of 25 m from an 800-km altitude orbit. The imagery is a pictorial representation of the radar backscatter of the Earth’s
surface in a map-like representation.
The development of the Seasat-A SAR system is significant
because it is the precursor of a series of SAR systems which
willbe flown in other spacecraft as remote sensors such as
theVenus orbiting imaging radar (VOIR), the shuttle imaging
radar to be flown on an Orbital Flight Mission-2 (OFT-2),
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Fig. 1. Seasat SAR system functional diagram.

and others. Lessons learned during its development and final
performance assessment will have a large impact on the development of futureorbital SARsystems.
The Seasat-A SAR system, as shown in Fig. 1, consists of
a planar array antenna,a
transmitter/receiver sensor, an
analog data link, data formatter, high density digital recorder,
and optical processing subsystem. The overall system characteristics are tabulated in Table I. This system represents a
highly complex instrument which could generate continuous
imagery with a 100-km swath for a distance exceeding 4000
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TABLE I
SEASAT-A SAR SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

altitude
Satellite
Wavelength
Theoretical
Resolution
Contrast ratio
Swath width
RF bandwidth
Transmit
length
pulse
Pulse repetition rate
Transmit time bandwidth product
Radar transmitterpower
peak
Telemtry
transmitter
power
Telemetry frequency
Radar transmitter average power
Sensitivity timecontrol range
Data recorder bit rate
Data recording pass duration
Radar DC power
Radar antenna dimensions
Radar antenna gain
Telemetry antenna
Telemetry transmit antenna gain
Telemetry ground station antenna
selectedfor
Datadigital
processing
Optical,

800 km
0.235 m
25 x 25 meters onsurface
the
9 dB

100 km
19 MHz
33.4 mec

1463 t o 1640 pps
634
1000 w
5 H
2265 MHz
55 w
9 dB

110 M t s / s e c (5 b i t s perword)
10min
500 w
10.7 by 2.16 rn
35 dB
madrafilar Helix
5 dB
9 meter parabolic antenna
areas
25 km x 4000 km swaths optical
100 Km x 100 Km digital

Processing format

4

-

STOWED ANTENNA ASSEMBLY.
DEPLOYED ANTENNA ASSEMBLY

SFNSOR MODULE
INTERFACE

IO. 74M (35.2 FT)

Fig. 2.

SAR antennasubsystem.

km when inview of a ground station equipped to receive
SAR data. The emphasis of this paper is on the system aspects
of the Seasat-A SAR system with a description of some of
the engineering results obtained during its mission.
11. HARDWARE DESCRIPTION

A. Antenna
The Seasat-A SAR antenna system consists of a 10.74 m
by 2.16 m phased array system deployed after orbit insertion.
This deployed antenna is configured to fly with the long
dimension along the spacecraft velocity vector and boresighted at an angle of 20.5' from the nadir direction in elevation (cone) and 90" from the nominal spacecraft velocity
vector (clock). The antenna dimensions (10.74 X 2.16 m)
are dictated by a desire to limit range or Doppler ambiguities
to acceptably low levels. At a nominal 20.5' look angle from
nadir, a total beamwidth in elevation of 6.2"is required to
illuminate a 100-km swath on the Earth's surface from an
800-km-high orbit, Thus the antenna cross-track dimension
is 2.16 m to limit the radiation to these sets of angles. The
area illuminated on the surface of the earth is from 240 to
340 km to the right of the subspacecraft point. The antenna
elements in elevation are weighted in illumination to limit
sidelobes in the cross-track direction. The minimum antenna

along-track length is limited by a desire to keep azimuth
sampling ambiguities to an acceptable low level while the
maximum along-track length is determined by the requirement to illuminate a sufficiently large patch of terrain to
allow processing of the data to four looks. The radar transmitter pulsesCannotbe
too close together to prevent overlapping the returns from near and far range. Thus the pulse
repetition rate (PRF) is limited. In order to avoid sampling
ambiguities of the radar data, the antennaazimuth beamwidth must be small enough so that the set of azimuth frequencies (Doppler spectrum) does not exceed the sampling
rate.
However, if the azimuth beamwidth is too small, it is not
possible to generate a synthetic aperture large enough to
attain the desired resolution for the four independent looks.
These two requirements limit the antenna length along the
velocity vector to be between 10.5 and 14 m. The 10.74-m
antenna length was dictated by the available volume within
the satellite shroud. Thelevel of integrated ambiguities in
azimuth is estimated to be between -18 and -24 dB, depending on the PRF and processor bandwidth.
The antenna subsystem consists of eight mechanically
deployed, electrically coupled, flat microstrip panels. This
array, Fig. 2, is shown in both stowed and deployed configurations. The performance and design requirements

deternined
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TABLE I1
SAR ANTENNA PERFORMANCE

EXTENSION STIIUTS

SAR ANTEHIUPERFORPANCE
35 dB a t SAR Sensor E l e c t r o n i c s
1.5 (5 11 MHz bandwidth)
1500 W Deak

Gain
VSWR
Power
Beamidth
Azimuth
Cone Angle (Range)

1.730 a t -4 dB
6.20 + 0.10 between+33 dB f a r
sid-6 and +31 dB nearside
H o r i z o n t a l l i n e a r o f 99% p u r i t y
1.275 GHz
-12.5 dB

Polarization
Frequency
Sidelobes
Phase E r r o r s
Quadratic
HigherOrder
Beam Pointing(nominal)

+

200 over + 0.5O from beam c e n t e r
over 5-0.50 from beam c e n t e r
900 clock angle (AZ)
20.50 cone angle(EL)
00 r o t a t i o n
+ 0.20, 30 clock and cone
+ 0.10, 39)
+ 0.50, 30 rotaFion
0.20, 30)
to

T 20
-

Beam Alignment (goal)
(a1 ignment
between
e l e c t r i cTadl e t e n i n et od
b o r e s i g h t and antennareference
axes)

THERMALCONTROL C
ASTROQUARZCLOTH

RADIATING CIRCUIT
- M SOLDER PUTED

2.
3

Fig. 4. SAR antenna mechanical components and assemblies.

TABLE I11
SENSOR ELECTRONICS SUBSYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
ELECTRONICS

IWLEKENTATION

Vades
GROUND-PLANE (INSIDE)
PLATE0Cu (Io d l

0065 in. EPOXY

FIBERCUSS SHEEI
TYPICAL VENT
HOLES

U16 in. S

W

A

R

114 x 114 in. CELL N O M I
VENTEDHONEYCOMB

Fig. 3 .

E

l

y

'ii

ANTENNA CIRCUIT

LHEXABDNO Ill
CELL EDGE ADHESIVE

Construction of microstrip honeycomb panel.

placed on this subsystem are contained in Table 11. The
construction of the microstrip is depicted in Fig. 3 and the
Linear
deploymentand extension mechanization is shown in Fig.
4.

CenterFrequency
Bandwidth
S t a l o Frequency
Stalo Stability
PulseWidth
Peak Power
Pulse Envelope Rise Time
PulseEnvelopeFall
Time
PulseRepetitionFrequencies
NoiseTemperature
Receiver
Control
Gain
8 Steps
Gain
Control
Step
Spacing
Control
Gain
Range
STC Gain V a r i a t i o n
STC S t a r tP o i n tS e t a b i l i t y
A n p l i t u d e vs. Frequency E r r o r
Phase Delay vs. Frequency E r r o r
PRF,
COHOD,
Transmit Event J i t t e r
Modulation
Receiver 1 dB Compression P o i n t
Maximum Keceiver Output
Command C a p a b i l i t y

B. Radar Sensor Description
The function of the radar sensor is to provide the antenna
with a series of high power coherent pulses of energy at L
band,and amplify the weak return echoes which are rereceived bythe antenna.The radar sensorconsistsof
four
subassemblies: transmitter, receiver,logic andcontrol, and
power converter. A diagramof the sensoris shown in Fig.
Separate tages
5, and the principal sensor parameters Converter
are tabulated
in TableVal
111.
To obtain an adequate signal-to-noise ratio from a system
whoserange resolution is 25 m on the surface and which
utilizes a solid-state transmitting device, it is necessary to use
a long transmitted pulse and pulse compression techniques to
reduce the peak power requirements. The output of the transmitter assemblyis, as a result, a linearly swept frequencymodulated pulse (or chirp) having a 634:l compression
ratio. It is generated in a surface acoustic
284 wave (SAW) device
located in the chirp generator subassembly of the transmitter

I n p u t dc Voltage
I n p u t dc C u r r e n t L i m i t i n g
( M p u tS h o r tC i r c u i tC u r r e n tL i m i t i n g
Power Converter Synchronization
Frequency
Standby
Main Power C o n v e r t e r E f f i c i e n c y a t
28 VDC, 250 C, 100% Load
Receiver Gain F1 atness
ReceiverGain S t a b i l i t y (00
60OC)
ReceiverBandwidth(3
dB)
Receiver I n p u t Impedance
Receiver I n p u t VSHR
ReceiverOutput Impedance
ReceiverOutput VSWR
Receiver Phase R i p p l e
Transmitter FP Slope
Transmitted Pulse Envelope Droop
TransmitterAmplitude Response
T r a n s m i t t e r Phase Response
Spurious
Outputs
(Out
of Band)

-

Weight

Four:
Operate,
Off, Standby,
Transmit
1274.8 2 0.31 MHz
19.05 5 .05 MHz
91.059
.0022
MHz
3 Parts/lO1O i n 5 Kicroseconds
33.9 5 0.8 Microseconds
1000 k ' a t t s Nominal
90 Nanoseconds
90 Nanoseconds
1464, 1540, 1580, 1647 5 .1PPS
650° K e l v i n , Nominal

3 dB
+ 0.3
77-to 98 dB
9
12.26 Microseconds
+ dB,
0.9
I n c l u d i nLgi n e a
T re r n
a.4O'Receiver,
30
Transmitter,
5.30 Overall
0.7 Nanosecond, RJiS
FM
+ 9 5 1dbn
+ 14 + 1 dbm
Gain Mode
GainValue
STCMode
STALO Heater off
Transmit
C a l i b r a t e Scan
Calibrate Level
Disable
STC P o s i t i o n
PRF Select
28 + 4.5. -4.0 VDC
1.75 X Nominal
1.5 X Nominal
79.044 KHz
73% Nominal

+ 0.33dB
+ 1.0dB
22 + 0.2 KHz
50 B m s , Nominal
1.7:l Nominal
50 Ohms
1.4:lNominal
Dev. 4.00
from quadratic
0.5622 MHzIMicrosecond
5x
+ 0.05 RMS
3O
RKS
-70 dB, Except 4f ot hr
Harmonic
lbs
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assembly by a 33.8-ps frequency multiplied to (1274.83 MHz)
sample of the prime systemtiming source, the stable local
oscillator (STALO). Thenominalpeak
output powerlevel
of thispulse is 1000 W.
The output of the threeparallel power amplifiers is coupled
to theantennasubsystemthrough
an output combiner.A
portion of theoutput (leakage)isalsoimpressed
on the
receiver input where a load is placed in the circuit each time
the transmitter operates. This prevents the leakage pulse from
burning out the inputstage of the receiver.
Echo returns are coupled into thereceiver assemblythrough
the output network in the transmitter.Because the waveform
fromthenominal
sea surface withauniformlyilluminated
antenna is expected to vary in intensity in proportion to the
variation of antenna gain with angle, a sensitivity time control
(STC) has been incorporated in the receiver. The STC action,
initiated by satellite storedcommandswhich,
in turn, are
based upon predictable variations in range from the satellite
to the earth's surface along the antenna main lobe centroid,
linearly decreases the receivergain by 9 dB during the first
half of the returned echo period, and then increases the gain
until the end of the echo has been received. The application
ofthe STC should result in a nearlyuniform signal (echo)
return, considering a uniform scattering field, and, as a result,
the dynamic range required to transmit the resultant data to
Earth is reduced by 9 dB.
During the Seasat-A mission, all of radar images gathered
during the early passes showed a strong decayin image brightness fromthe start oftheswath to theendoftheswath.
This was due to an incorrect positioning of the STC wildow
with respect to theswath. This problemwas correctedby
implementing a software correction to the sensor configuration commands which correctly positioned the STC window
with respect to the imaged swath.
The sensor receiver output is sent to the data link along
withtimingandfrequencies
derived fromthe SAR system
local oscillator (STALO).

The STALO generates a very stable (in frequency) signal
at a nominal frequency f,, a portion of which is delivered to
the multiplier assembly. Anotherportionof
this signal is
used to derive both square wave clock and sine wave signals
at f , / 3 , which areused in synchronizingothersensor electronics subsystem functions. The frequency multiplier
assemblyprovidessignals of 3fs, Sf,, and lSf,. The 3fs and
18fs signals are delivered to the chirp generator where, along
withaportion
of the STALO signal f,, they areused to
generatea linear FM pulse (chirp) signal at a frequencyof
14f,. The signal at Sf, (STALO multiple) and a portion ofthe
STALO signal at f , are delivered directly to the data-link
subsystem along witha signalderived from the PRF event
and stalo which divides the interpulse interval into 4096
sectors (COHOD).
Theremaining two assemblies in thesensor electronics
subsystem are the logic and control and the power converter.
They provide the primary electrical interface with the satellite.
The logic and control assembly receives commands from the
satellite, decodesthem,and
causes the sensor electronics
subsystem to assume one of a number of operating modes.
In addition, the logic andcontrol interfaces betweenthe
satellite and the intrasubsystem engineering telemetry.The
power converter assembly provides the stable isolated power
required by the subsystems.
C. Data-Linksubsystem

The purpose of the data-link subsystem is to transmit the
radarecho to theground for digitization, storage, andsubsequent processing. The link must also maintain the phase and
timereferences necessary to the processing function,thus
providing a unity transfer function. The chosen implementation technique was a linear S-bandmodulator/transmitter/
receiver/demodulator combination. This choice was governed
chiefly by
the
available frequency
spectrum/bandwidth.
Furthermore, it appeared thata linear S-band link would
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require minimum advances of the state of the art to return
the large data rate generated by the SAR system. The data
link wasdesigned and implemented by the Applied Physics
Laboratory of Johns Hopkins University.
In addition to the basic requirement for linearity derived
from the need to preserve information, the inclusion of
necessary phase and timing signals placed an additional burden
on the linear property of the link. The data-link subsystem
must perform the following functions. On the satellite, the
data link must do thefollowing:
a) translate the L-band echo return to S band,
b) orthogonally combine the offset video with both PRF
and stable reference,
c) amplify the result linearly (with neghgible phase error)
for transmission.
the ground, the data-link subsystem must do the following:
a) translate the composite S-band signal to an offset video
frequency centered at 11.25 MHz,
b) coherently demodulate the signal with the spacecraft
local oscillator,
c) remove the link-induced Doppler from the composite
signal,
d) reconstruct the PRF and STALOsignals
from the
video.
Fig. 6 shows the satellite portion of the data-link subsystem
and its interface tothe sensor electronics subsystem. The
STALO is the master timing and phase reference for the entire
SAR system. The 9X STALO is included as a means of mechanizing the synthesizer assembly whose function is to generate
the L-band radar frequency and toobtainthe
frequency
translation required to reach the 2265-MHz nominal h k
frequency. In particular, the L-band frequency is 14 times,
theS-band frequency is 24-7/8 times, and the translation
frequency is 10-7/8 times the STALO frequency.
The coderassembly
produces a 4096-bit length pseudorandom (PN) code whose time duration is one interpulse
period (IPP). It does so by generating a clock frequency at
32 times COHOD, which itself is 128 times PRF. A twelvestage shift register and a pulse adding gate produce the 4096-

bit code. Within limits, this function is transparent to PRF
changes;and, as a result, the data-link subsystem is slaved to
the sensor electronics subsystem.
The modulatorltranslator assembly performs three fmctions: modulation of 0' phase component of the14 times
STALO and combination of the result with an equal power
90" phase tone-component; linear addition of the combined
reference components tothe radar echoat a level 20dB
below the nominal echo power; and translation of the composite signals to S band by mixing with the 10-7/8 times
STALO component.
The linear power amplifier assembly delivers an output to
the antenna assembly of 5 W for a nominal radar echo.
The spectrum resulting from adding the SAR return to the
PN encoded PRF event and the pilot carrier is shown in
Fig. 7. The function of the ground portion of the data link
is to separate these three signals from the composite spectrum
and perform the necessary synchronousdemodulation
in
order to recover the target phase.
The ground-based portion of the data-link subsystem
operates with standard telemetry ground station frontend
components. Fig. 8 shows these elements from the S-band
antennathroughtheS-band
parametric amplifier tothe
down converter, multicoupler, andmultifunction
receiver
(MFR) through tothe
data-link subsystem demodulator
assembly. The MFR tracks the link Doppler-shifted pilot
tone, thereby presenting the composite signal tothe
demodulator assembly at thestandard 110-MHz output.
The demodulator assembly detects and tracks the PN
code with a noncoherent input/output channel detection at
the 110-MHz frequency. A 132.4-MHz VCO frequency is
used with multiples of the reference frequency to translate
the radar echo to the offset video signal which ranges between
1.88 MHz to 20.88 MHz. The VCO frequency is also used to
reconstruct the STALO so that STALO/2 maybe delivered
to the ADC subassembly intheSAR data formatter (SDF)
assembly. All the frequency and phase components ofthe
radar echo are maintained in specific relationship tothe
STALO frequency.
The reconstructed PN code is used to develop a coherent
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delay pulse corresponding to the echo position in time in the
interpulse period (IPP).

D. SAR-Unique STDN Subsystem
The SAR-unique space tracking and data network (STDN)
subsystem equipment is depicted in thefunctionalblock
diagram, Fig. 9. The subsystem is composed of three assemblies, the SDF, the high density digital recorder (HDDR), and
the SAR simulator (SIM). This subsystem wasalsodesigned
and built bythe Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory.
The SDF is a specialized device designed to meet particular
S A R system requirements. Upon receipt of a triggersignal
from thedata-link
subsystem demodulator assembly, the
SDF accepts and digitizes the analog offset video signal furnished bythedemodulator.
Digitization occursonlyduring
the period (-300 p s ) when the SAR video return is expected.

The resulting 13 680 samples, which are generated at a rate
of up to 227 Mbits/s, are temporarily stored within the SDF.
Information onthe operationalstatusof
the SDF and the
demodulator is also collected and retained.The video samples,
the status information, and GMT time are formatted and sent
to the HDDR at a rate of about 117.5 Mbits/s. The HDDR
records this high ratestreamonl-in
wide magnetic tape.
Recording uses 40 (of 42) parallel tracksonthetape
at a
recording speed of up to 150 IPS. Parity is included on each
track and timing information is carried ononeof
the remaining tracks.
The SDF also performs a command timing function.
Remotelygeneratedequipmentcommands
which control
some SDF anddemodulatoroperations are acceptedbefore
each passby the SDF. Each commandincludesatimetag
specifying when thecommand is to be implemented.The
SDF compares the command time(s) to GMT and issues the
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passis lo1' bitswhich, using 5-bit quantization, results in
2 X lo1' pixels of raw data perpass. The functional block
diagram of the SDPS is shown in Fig. 10.
bigitally recorded data (HDDT) isplayed back to a film
E. SAR Data Processing Subsystem
recorder. Time code and range delay
- (to
. digitization window)
The SAR data processing subsystem (SDPS) provides are optically coded in two-separatedata-channels on one
nonred-timereductionofthedataacquiredandrecorded
side of the SAR echo data. The film drive speed is slaved to
each Pass. The approximateamount
of data per 10-min predictedspacecraft relative groundspeedatswath
center.

command (to itself and the demodulator) at the appropriate
time. This timingandcommandfunctioneliminatestime
critical manual operationsat the station.
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Fourtape
passesare
made to record thefour
1/4-swath
strips, having approximately 25 km ofwidth. Before correlation, azimuth Doppler ambiguity mustbe
determined
from targets in the data or fromattitudeinformation.The
Doppler tracking system steers the illumination beam via the
input mirror so that the Doppler phase histories are centered
in the optical system (the signal for steering ambiguity spectrum with lowest spatial frequencies always given preference
to minimize f i m MTF fall-off effects.
The range migration correction optics aremoved in azimuth
in synchronism with the input mirror so that the proper correction is maintained.
The azimuth telescope is automatically adjusted to account
for range shifts in the digitization window. Demagnification
is adjusted for each quarter swath so that unity aspect ratio
is achieved at each swath center, then relay optics include a
magnification lens to adjust the image scalefactor to 500 000: 1.
The output f i m drive is tilted above the optical axis in synchronism withthe input mirror movements to correctfor
azimuthdata skewcausedbyDopplerbeam
steering; also
the time code is detected off the signal film and transferred
tothe imagefilm.Time
code andfilm speed are adjusted
to account for Doppler steering.
111. RADAR PERFORMANCE
The input to an SAR system is the two-dimensional radar
backscattering surface illuminated by the antenna. The output
of the SAR system is a pictorial representation of this radar
backscattering surface andthe
ideal SAR system can be
represented by a linear transfer function which introduces
no distortions or artifacts.
In the pictorial representation of the radar backscatter
distribution, the performance of the imaging radar system can
beclassified bythree classes of performance indicators: 1)
the resolving capability of the system, 2) the range of values
ofdetectable radar backscatter coefficients fordistributed
targets, and 3) thecontrastratio associated with imaging a
strong region surrounding a perfectly black region.
To meetthe
25-m resolution requirement, a synthetic
aperturetechnique is used, whereby the radar system uses
the amplitude and phase of successive returns to synthetically
generate a fine resolution antenna.The radar returnsfrom
consecutive pulses, as the radar moves along a linear trajectory,
are stored and subsequentlyprocessed to synthesize an antenna
aperture of length equalto thelength ofthe beam illumination
on the surface. The resultant along-track resolution is onehalf the antenna physical length. Fine resolution across-track
is obtained by using a short pulse technique and effectively
time-gating the returns. In order to realize a practical system
for use in a satellite, a pulse compression technique isused
to minimize the peak transmitted power required to getan
adequate signal-to-noise ratio. The Seasat system incorporates
a 634 to 1 compression ratio.
The ability of the radar system to give an adequate representation oftheradar
backscatter w
l
i be limited onthe
lower end by the sensitivity of the radar system and on the
upper endby thedynamic range of the components com-
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prising the radar system. Furthermore, the sensitivity of the
radar system will depend on the location of the area beam
map with respect to the assigned swathwidth of the radar
system. Thepredominantelement
which determines the
radar sensitivity as a functionoftheswath
is the radar
antenna. The Seasat antenna has a gain which has a peak value
of boresight, and as the anglechanges from boresight, the
antenna gain drops with angle, and consequently, the ability
of the radar system to image the earth’s surface varies with
angular position.
As mentioned above, the Seasat SAR system incorporates
a sensitivity time control as an attempt to maintain a constant
sensitivity to a radar backscatter. This is possible because the
returnsfromdifferent
anglesarrive at different intervals of
time. The price paid for this time-dependent radar sensitivity
is that theradar noise varies across the swath, and consequently,
the dynamic range that the overall radar system will have will
againchange with angular position or swath that is being
imaged. If the radar returns are too strong because the radar
backscatter is high, then the radar system will exhibit saturation, and consequently, the dynamic
range or the ability of
the radar system to image over varying values of radar backscatter will be limited.
In the Seasat-A S A R system, the predominantelement
which exhibitssaturation is the analog data link. On the
lower end of the radar sensitivity for regions that correspond
to the beginning and end of the radar swath, theradar system
or radar receiver noise is predominant. At the center of the
swath where the sensitivity time control has a minimum gain,
the data-link equivalent noise predominates.
In order to accommodate radar signals that are beyond the
instantaneousdynamic range of the radar system, the radar
receiver incorporates a gain control system to accommodate
varyingvalues of radar backscatter. Since theradarsystem
noise, as seen by the data link, is dependent on the gain state
of the radar receiver, the overall system sensitivity to measure
radar backscatter becomes dependentonthe
receivergain
state.
For the nominal gain of 89 dB, the performance of the
Seasat-A SAR system is as shown in Fig. 1 1 . The upper curve
represents the values of radar backscatter which would drive
the overall radar system to saturation. As seen from this
figure, this curvevaries with position that is being imaged.
As seen from the curve, for the beginning and end of theradar
swath,the values of radar backscatterwhich will drive the
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corded, played back, converted back t o analog form, used to
intensitymodulateacathode
ray tube, imaged onphotoTABLE IV
graphic
film;
the
film
was
developed,
radiated with laser light,
SAR SYSTEM ERROR BUDGET
energy diffracted; and a second film was exposed and develERRORS
AMPLITUDE
SUBSYSTEM
oped. However, special care to retain linearity until the last
(des)
film was taken because any nonlinearities tend t o cause image
Antenna
0.08
5
degradation. In view of the complexityrequired to retain
Sensor
0.04
6
5
Data Link
0.06
system
calibration,theprocedure
used is as follows. The
Recording/
Processor
0.08
3
system gain through theinput oftheopticalrecorder
was
TOTAL
0.13
9.7
obtained by measuring the receive-only noise power from the
system, the pre-flight calibration data of the antenna, and the
spacecraft altitude data. In at least one SAR pass, the system
system to saturationrepresenttargets
where radar back- receive-only noise was varied by stepping through the various
scatter is very high. The lower curve represents the threshold receiver gain states with the transmitter off. The SAR antenna
for the minimum values of radar backscatter which would calibration data was verified using portable receivers deployed
appear to have a level that is representative of the overall during selected passes. The SAR antenna pattern in azimuth
system noise. Again, the same curve has a higher value at the was obtained by recording the received signal intensity on a
strip chart recorder as the satellite passed by the receiver site.
beginning and endof the area being imaged.
Fig. 13 shows the recorded azimuth pattern for one particular
Thethird
class of performanceindicatorsconcernthe
dynamic response of the system to sudden changes in surface revolution. A series of recordings were taken on several satelreflectivity. Since the radar system canbe characterized as lite passes across the 100-km range swath provided a means
predominantly a linear system, the system impulse response of mapping the antenna elevation (range) patterns at several
will be degraded by amplitude and phase errors in each sub- elevation points by recording the maximum signallevel desystem and also by system nonlinearities. If the radar system tected at each location.
The gain of the optical system from theinput of the
is imaging a region which has no reflectivity (i.e., a perfect
absorber) surrounded by a uniformly strong region of radar opticalrecorder to output image was obtainedbyinjecting
calibrated noise at various levels into the input of the optical
reflectivity equal to o0 as shown in Fig. 12, then after data
processing, the image of this area will show that the equivalent recorder and measuring theeffect at the output image. To
theSAR system,the following
reflectivity of the region withtheabsorber
will have are- assess theperformanceof
flectivity of u1 which is lower than o ~The
. reason for this image qualityparameters were measured: 1) resolution, 2)
apparent reflectivity is that some of the noise passes through the range of detectable radar backscatter (TO, and 3) the conthe system filterand some of the energy surrounding,the
trastratio. Each oftheseparametermeasurementsutilized
absorber spills intothe region oftheabsorber.
How much microdensitometer scans of the output image film and the
energy is spilled over from the surrounding region dependson conversion of the film density to relative backscatter power.
Resolution of the SAR system, specified to be less than
the quality of the subsystem through which the radar signals
pass. The quality of these subsystems can be expressed either 25 m, is defined as 0.443 of thenull-to-nullwidth of the
system impulse response function. Resolution in the azimuth
interms of theintegrated sidelobe ratio or amplitudeand
the numberof
phase errors of the subsystem. The various subsystems forthe (along-track) direction is dependentupon
pixel, andthe range resolution
Seasat-A SAR were specified for amplitude and phase errors independentlooksforeach
angle,
because the subsystems could subsequently be tested against (across-track) is dependentuponthelocalincident
these factors with standard test equipment. The amplitude and and thereby, the relative location in range in the image swath.
phase error budget for the SAR system components is sum- An array of comerreflectors of various sizes, each spaced
300 m apart, was deployed in the Goldstone Dry Lake area of
marized in Table IV.
The output of the Seasat-A SAR consists of an image on California. Fig. 14 shows the imaged comer reflector area.
These reflectors served as point targets, theimpulse response
photographic film. The radar data, which is a representation
of the radar backscatter map of the imaged surface, has gone of which wereimaged and measured for null-to-null widths
through an extensive path, some of which it is not possible both in the range and azimuth directions. The measurements
range resolution wasless than25 m and
to control well enough. The radar data was telemetered to indicatedthatthe
was approximately 40 m. Theapthe ground, passed through station receivers, digitized, re- theazimuthresolution
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Fig. 16. SAR imagery of the Charlton Lake area.

~

Fig. 17.

Fig. 15.

SAR imagery of the Saline Valley.

parently excessive width in theazimuth direction ismost
likely due to irregularities in thefdm drivemechanism for
the signal film and image film.
Detectable (or dynamic range) uo from an uniform surface
ranges from a minimumwhichis equal to the system noise
(noise equivalent uo) tothat uo which saturates theSAR
system. The system was specified to detect uo from -25 dB
to 5 dB, corresponding to a dynamic range of 30 dB with
receivergainchanges.Because
of effects whichincludethe
antenna gain shape and the sensitivity time control compensation inrange, the range ofdetectable uo variesacross the
swath. Also, the receivernoiselevel,
and therefore, the receiver gain, affect the noise equivalent uo. Image fdm density
was measured across the swath for distributed targets and the
dynamic range vaned from 13.2 dBin the near range to 9.6
dB in the far range for one particular Seasat-A pass. Measurements using other passes in which the Saline Valley, California,
was imaged indicated dynamic ranges as high as 16 dB, limited
by the dynamic range of the output film. Fig. 15 shows the
SAR image of the SalineValleyarea. 4 1 of these measurements were madeforthenominal
SAR'receivergain of 89

SAR imagery of the Southern California coastline.

dB.With the use of actual sea state information from ships
off the Baja Peninsula, SAR imagery indicated a noise equivalent uo of -21 ? 5 dB.
The ability ofthe SAR systemforobtaining
values of
radar backscatter were demonstrated by analyzing several
areas in the Death Valleyregion.Theseimageswereimaged
andabsolute values of radar cross section computed.The
results of these measurements, as comparedwith aircraft
measurements indicates ability to measure absolute radar
cross section within 2to 6 dB for the Seasat-A SAR system.
Image contrast ratio is the ratio of energy containedin the
main lobeportionof
the systemimpulse response to the
energy contained in the area outside of the main lobe, and is
specified to beless than 9 dB. This parameterincludes the
effects ofsystem noise, theambiguousreturns,andthe
integrated sidelobeenergy thus causing contrastratio to be
highlyscene dependent. It ispossible to bound the contrast
ratio by examining the system response to a sharp transition
in reflectivity. The water to land boundary of the Charlton
Lake, Oregon,was selected forthemeasurements;
Fig. 16
shows the Charlton Lake area. The upper bound of the contrast ratio for these particular measurements was 7.5 dB with
average values in the region of 10 to 13dB.
The basic performance of the Seasat-A SAR system can be
summarized that all oftheperformanceparameters
have
been met on at least some of the imagery. Some of the data
weredigitallyprocessed
and their results confirm this conclusion. Perhaps the crux of the Seasat-A SAR radar perform-
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ance can be seen in the quality of final imagery as shown in
Fig. 17 showing the Southern California coastline. Certainly,
the conceptofspaceborneradar
sensingisviable
andhas
been proved with the Seasat-A SAR
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Visible and Infrared Radiometer
on Seasat-l
P. McCLAIN, R. MARKS, G . CUNNINGHAM, AND A. MCCULLOCH

Abstract--Thevisible and infrared radiometer (VIRR) is a scanner for
the collection of digital data
in the visible and thermal-infrared portionsof
the specbum over broad swaths of the earth’s surface [I]. Some of the
essential electronic and mechanical
detailsof the system are described; and
the resolts of an engineering Bssesgnent of its operation in orbit are given.
The set of algorithms used to transform the raw VIRR data to calibrated
geophysical messurements is
Some of the results of a prel i m i i geophysicalevaluation are presented.

dsicussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE VISUAL and infrared radiometer (VIRR) on Seasat
was a supporting
instrument
system
whose principal
function was to provide imagesof visual reflection and thermalinfrared emission fromoceanic,
coastal, andatmospheric
features that could aid in interpreting the data from the other
Seasat sensors. The VIRR was also expected to provide some
derived quantitative measurementssuch assea surfacetemperature and cloudtop height.
Except the VIRR, all theinstrumentsonboard
Seasat
weremicrowave sensors, either active or passive, of which
only two were imaging systems. The VIRR enabledthe generationof imagesencompassing thedataswathsof
all other
Seasat sensors, and the ground resolution of the VIRR data
was equal to or greater than that of any except the synthetic
apertureradar (SAR) andthe altimeter. Thus investigators
Manuscript received November30,1979; revised January 22,1980.
P. McClain is with the National Environment Satellite Service, National Oceanicand AtmosphericAdministration,Washington,DC 20233.
R. Marks and G. Cunninghamare with the Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena,CA 91103.
A. McCulloch is with the Goddard Space Flight Center, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Greenbelt,MD 20771.

can generally determinewhether the field of view of their
instrument was partly orcompletely filled bycloudcover;
something aboutthe cloud type and height; confirm the
presence or absenceofland; possibly detect ocean thermal
fronts;anddeterminethe
presence of hurricanes, severe
storms, and other meteorological features.

11. DESCRIPTION OF THE VIRR
TheVIRR
was an unusedscanningradiometer
(SR)
originally built for the improved Television andInfrared
Observation Satellite (TIROS) operational satellite (ITOS)
series [2] of the National Oceanic andAtmospheric Administration (NOAA). Principally because of
data
rate
limitations, the images generatedform theVIRR weredegraded twofold in the thermal infrared (IR)
and fourfold in
the visual range(VIS) with respect to the full capability of
the original ITOS design.
TheVIRR was a twochannel scanning radiometerwith
one channel operating in the visible region of the spectrum,
theother in a spectral region ofstrongatmospheric transmission in the infrared (see Table I). Scanning was accomplished bymeans of a rotating mirrormountedat 45” to
the optical axis of the collecting telescope. The mirror rotates
continuously, creating a line scan perpendicular to the orbital
motion of the spacecraft. The motion of the spacecraft provided the second dimension of scan. The scan rate is normally
adjustedsuch thatthe satellite groundmotion at nadir is
equal to one resolution element, thus creating a raster with
each scan line adjacent to the previous one. In the case of the
VIRR, the radiometer wasoriginallydesigned to operate at
1600-km altitude rather thanthe 800 km of Seasat; con-
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